**NOTES:**

1. In the event a vertical sign mounting bracket is not located where the luminaire is to be located then the contractor shall furnish and install a vertical sign mounting bracket. For details see Structures Section Tabular Sign Connection Detail sheets SD 920 and SD 922 series.

2. The sign lighting mount and all attached components shall be fully galvanized in accordance with ASTM A525. Any damage to the galvanizing during construction shall be refinished in accordance with section SD 920 of the Standard Specifications.

3. When the project plans require two or more sign lighting fixtures per sign panel, the sign lighting mounts shall be attached to the vertical sign mounting brackets. If required, the contractor shall furnish and install vertical sign mounting brackets. The pipe coupling, conduit, and fittings shall also be located near the sign mounting brackets. For details see Structures Section Tabular Sign Connection Detail sheets SD 920 and SD 922 series.

4. Items marked with an asterisk (*) shall be installed at all sign locations. All other items shall be marked as called for on plans.
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